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Abstract
In this paper, a big data analytic framework is introduced for processing high-frequency data stream. This framework architec-
ture is developed by combining an advanced evolving learning algorithm namely Parsimonious Network Fuzzy Inference System
(PANFIS) with MapReduce parallel computation, where PANFIS has the capability of processing data stream in large volume. Big
datasets are learnt chunk by chunk by processors in MapReduce environment and the results are fused by rule merging method,
that reduces the complexity of the rules. The performance measurement has been conducted, and the results are showing that the
MapReduce framework along with PANFIS evolving system helps to reduce the processing time around 22 percent in average in
comparison with the PANFIS algorithm without reducing performance in accuracy.
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1. Introduction
The rapid growth of data generated through the Internet, which causes big data, attracts great attention from many
stakeholders. This phenomenon takes place in many areas in the real life such as business, management, medical,
government, and society administration. Big data is unique of its 4Vs characteristics: volume, velocity, variety, and
veracity. Volume related to the number of data generated in the storage, which is associated with the scale of data.
Velocity indicates the flow rate of continuous data which is associated with the data streams. Variety of data is char-
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acterized by the number of different format of the data, whereas veracity shows the uncertainty of data where the data
sources need to be validated (trustees, accuracy, and data quality).
Big data provides enormous opportunities for government/organizations in discovering and extracting valuable
information/knowledge of their system which can be beneficial for them in the decision-making processes. In the
business area for example, Wal-Mart collaborated with Hewlett Packard trace every purchase record belonging to
their customers from their point-of-sales terminals, where their transactions reach around 267 million per day. This
valuable transaction data becomes a key basis for company to improve their benefits by applying pricing strategy
and advertising campaigns [10, 6]. In this case, the decision could be made by applying some techniques such as
data mining, which is extensively used for many decision-making problems in many real-life applications. However,
discovering meaningful insight of big data is challenging due to its 4V’s characteristics, which lie on the difficulties in
data capture, data storage, data analysis and data visualization [37, 6]. Therefore, an advanced data mining techniques
and technologies are highly necessary to process and analyze big data.
Big data is often stored in cloud to support the extensibility and scalability of local storage refers to one charac-
teristic of big data, namely volume. In order to extract valuable information of big data efficiently, there is an urgent
demand to modify existing data mining techniques to be scalable in processing large-scale dataset. This issue led to
a necessity to the development distributed or parallelize scenario in processing big data. In addition, big data are also
generated by the arrival of new instances continuously in either by batches or one by one, known as data stream,
emerging from real-world applications[9, 33]. Therefore, it is necessary for machine learning algorithm to adapt to
rapidly changing non-stationary data streams. Note that stream processing/mining in the web news domain has been
conducted in [39] using eT2Class [31], which is able to handle streaming data[4]. This phenomenon triggers the de-
velopment of evolving learning algorithms, which are able to learn big data continuously [13] by evolving its model
to adjust the shift and drift of the big data pattern.
There are some frameworks have been conducted in big data analytic, exploiting the characteristics of big data,
including large volumes, velocity, and variety of data. Initially, some frameworks have been developed to cope with the
volume of big data by increasing the scalability of machine learning algorithms as discussed in [36, 34, 26, 7]. Lately,
much attentions have been paid to the development of big data analytic by considering the velocity characteristic in
addition to volume due to streaming nature of data. For example, big data stream clustering [16, 1] processed big data
by distributing the data stream to be processed in many processors/nodes to speed up the computational time. Despite
the increase of computational speed, these works still suffer from coping with the data pattern changing, which in
turn, possibly lead to fusion of non-related clusters [14]. It means that the final model generated does not represent
the knowledge of the data, which can lead to the misleading inference in prediction and clustering result.
The development of algorithms and techniques which are scalable for handling large-scale data stream and, in the
same time, able to cope with the changing environment is crucial. This procedure enable data stream to be processed
in parallel mode by distributing them into many processors, where each processor processes/learnes a block of data
stream (data chunk). In addition, it also processes every data chunk in online mode with the capability to change its
data pattern incrementally.
To the best of our knowledge, a few works have addressed an online big data processing and analytic in both dis-
tributed and online mode. Parallel TEDA was introduced in [15], which is based on parallel mode, which processes
every data chunk in single pass mode using evolving algorithm. Its evolving characteristic is inherited from an evolv-
ing algorithm, namely Typicality based Empirical Data Analysis (TEDA) [2], which supports the recursive form of
calculation and is parameter-free. Eventhough, Parallel TEDA has applied a parallel strategy and evolving learning
algorithm to improve the scalability and speed of learning process, its model is still generated using a simple fusion
technique, which can cause a redundancy problem. In addition, it only applies on a simple parallel technique.
In this paper, we propose a novel big data stream analytic based on a newly developed evolving algorithm namely
PANFIS [28] by incorporating a well-known MapReduce framework with it. PANFIS is a seminal evolving neuro
fuzzy systems (ENFS), which inherits all benefits of evolving learning. It starts learning from the first data with an
empty rule base. During its learning, the generated rules adapt incoming data in the single pass mode. The main
characteristic of PANFIS is its capability in generating ellipsoids in arbitrary direction, respecting local correlation
between variables. In addition, a new fusion technique called rule-merging strategy is also proposed to avoid redun-
dancy and increase the diversity of the model. Futhermore, MapReduce is introduced to improve the scalability of
evolving learning algorithm since it is known as one of the most efficient platform for big data analytic due to its
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Big data provides enormous opportunities for government/organizations in discovering and extracting valuable
information/knowledge of their system which can be beneficial for them in the decision-making processes. In the
business area for example, Wal-Mart collaborated with Hewlett Packard trace every purchase record belonging to
their customers from their point-of-sales terminals, where their transactions reach around 267 million per day. This
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emerging from real-world applications[9, 33]. Therefore, it is necessary for machine learning algorithm to adapt to
rapidly changing non-stationary data streams. Note that stream processing/mining in the web news domain has been
conducted in [39] using eT2Class [31], which is able to handle streaming data[4]. This phenomenon triggers the de-
velopment of evolving learning algorithms, which are able to learn big data continuously [13] by evolving its model
to adjust the shift and drift of the big data pattern.
There are some frameworks have been conducted in big data analytic, exploiting the characteristics of big data,
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much attentions have been paid to the development of big data analytic by considering the velocity characteristic in
addition to volume due to streaming nature of data. For example, big data stream clustering [16, 1] processed big data
by distributing the data stream to be processed in many processors/nodes to speed up the computational time. Despite
the increase of computational speed, these works still suffer from coping with the data pattern changing, which in
turn, possibly lead to fusion of non-related clusters [14]. It means that the final model generated does not represent
the knowledge of the data, which can lead to the misleading inference in prediction and clustering result.
The development of algorithms and techniques which are scalable for handling large-scale data stream and, in the
same time, able to cope with the changing environment is crucial. This procedure enable data stream to be processed
in parallel mode by distributing them into many processors, where each processor processes/learnes a block of data
stream (data chunk). In addition, it also processes every data chunk in online mode with the capability to change its
data pattern incrementally.
To the best of our knowledge, a few works have addressed an online big data processing and analytic in both dis-
tributed and online mode. Parallel TEDA was introduced in [15], which is based on parallel mode, which processes
every data chunk in single pass mode using evolving algorithm. Its evolving characteristic is inherited from an evolv-
ing algorithm, namely Typicality based Empirical Data Analysis (TEDA) [2], which supports the recursive form of
calculation and is parameter-free. Eventhough, Parallel TEDA has applied a parallel strategy and evolving learning
algorithm to improve the scalability and speed of learning process, its model is still generated using a simple fusion
technique, which can cause a redundancy problem. In addition, it only applies on a simple parallel technique.
In this paper, we propose a novel big data stream analytic based on a newly developed evolving algorithm namely
PANFIS [28] by incorporating a well-known MapReduce framework with it. PANFIS is a seminal evolving neuro
fuzzy systems (ENFS), which inherits all benefits of evolving learning. It starts learning from the first data with an
empty rule base. During its learning, the generated rules adapt incoming data in the single pass mode. The main
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simplicity, generality, and maturity with regard to the previous works in [5, 27, 35]. Our online distributed big data
stream analytic framework has the following characteristics:
1. It processes the highly rate of big data stream with a scalable distributed online learning.
2. It updates the rules’ structure by merging all the rules and parameters to cope with the changing environment.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related researches: MapReduce framework and
PANFIS algorithm. Section 3 describes our proposed approach which specifically explains the data flow in processing
big data including the rule merging policy. Section 4 discusses experimental setup and results in evaluating big data
analytic and section 5 will conclude the paper.
2. PRELIMINARIES
This chapter discusses the underlying techniques of analyzing big data using one of the most widely used parallel
learning called MapReduce with PANFIS evolving learning algorithm.
2.1. MapReduce Framework
The MapReduce framework was introduced in 2008 [11], which aims to perform highly computational real-world
application tasks by dividing large dataset into many chunks. MapReduce has been applied to various domains such
as data mining and machine learning in both multiple cores within a single CPU or multiple CPU. Mapreduce consists
of two main phases: mapping and reducing. Mapping phase performs precursory calculation, which in data mining is
known as a training of data chunks, whereas reducing phase aggregates the result of training phase.
Under MapReduce framework, data mining procedure is initiated by a procedure in the mapping phase which call
data chunks randomly and learn each chunk in a node/processor, after an initial variable pair of key-value mapping
(K1,V1) is assigned to each data chunk. After the learning process, the results are stored in the new variable pair as
an object in the intermediate phase, namely KeyValueStore (K1,V ′1). While the keys K1 in KeyValueStore are identical
with the keys K1 in key-value mapping, the values V ′1 in KeyValueStore are the learning outcome from the values V1
in key-value mapping.
In general, the simple MapReduce framework is defined as follows:
Mapping :(K1,V1)→ (K1,V ′1) (1)
Intermediate(S toring and Grouping) :
(K1,V ′1)→ (K2,V2)
(2)
Reducing :(K2,V2)→ (K3,V3) (3)
Intermediate phase is a bridge between mapping phase and reducing phase. The object in the intermediate phase
namely KeyValueStore records all information of the learning result V ′1 such as models and other parameters assosiated
with the data chunk being learnt in the node. In the next step, the learning results V ′1 are grouped based on the unique
key becomes the object called key-value intermediate (K2,V2). This object is then used in the reducing phase by
aggregating or reducing the values in V2 becomes V3. In this case the object final-key-value is generated (K3,V3).
Final key-value comprises keys K3 and the final value V3. The learning results final key-value from the reducing phase
represents the number of rules generated from all data chunks. The rule merging procedure described in subsection 3.1
is then taken place to process final key-value becomes final rules. The complete architecture of MapReduce framework
comprising mapping phase and reducing phase is explained in the section 3.
2.2. PANFIS
PANFIS is a seminal evolving neuro fuzzy systems (ENFS), which extends a hybrid human-like reasoning of fuzzy
system and neural network architecture that is known as neuro fuzzy system (NFS) [21] in evolving manner. ENFS
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is built based on the concept of incremental learning which updates the model components (rules) to handle concept
drift. As other evolving learning algorithms characteristic, ENFS have capabilities to learn data from scratch with no
initial structure. It reorganizes its rules to presence of the untouched data region by adding new rules, and remove or
merge its rules on demand in the single pass learning mode. In addition, an evolving learning algorithm can typically
work with minimum or mostly without manual operator supervision, which is desirable in an online real-time learning
environment.
In PANFIS, fuzzy rules are extracted and removed based on a new incoming training pattern and fuzzy rule con-
tribution to the system output. The correlation between variable in PANFIS is represented by ellipsoidal in arbitrary
position, which connected with a new projection concept to form the antecedent parts in terms of linguistic term
(fuzzy sets). This is the extension of work in [20] which draws all operations in multidimensional level nonaxis par-
allel, which is not interpretable for an expert/user. However, PANFIS still use high dimensional representation for the
inference scheme.
In PANFIS, both rule growing and pruning methodology are inspired by SAFIS [32]. For pruning method, an
extended rule significance (ERS) concept is utilized to deal with multivariate Gaussian rule. This is carried out by
integrating hyperplanes consequents and generalizing to ellipsoids in arbitrary position, which allow to prune the
rules in the high-dimensional learning space.
The rules evolution is based on datum significance (DS) criterion, which represents potential of data point being
learned. Initialization of new rules is carried out by considering ε-completeness of the rule base and fuzzy partition
to ensure an adequate input space coverage. Original PANFIS utilizes ESOM to update the rule premise of PANFIS.
The underlying drawback of this method is the need of reinversion which causes instability if the inverse covari-
ance matrix is ill-conditioned (e.g., due to redundant input features). Hence, we adopt the rule adaptation formula of
GENEFIS [30], pClass [29] and GEN-SMART-EFS [25]. The enhanced recursive least square (ERLS), an extension
of conventional recursive least square (RLS), is utilized to adjust the fuzzy consequences. ERLS has been widely used
in the ENFS community and proven to underpin the convergences of the system error and so the weight vector being
updated.
The rule base management of PANFIS comprises some learning modules: 1) Rule growing which utilizes the DS
concept with ε-completeness criterion to determine the antecedent of new fuzzy rule. Rule premise adaptation is also
discussed in this subsection; 2) Rule pruning and merging methodology which allow rules to be pruned and coalesced
2.2.1. Fuzzy rules growing using DS and fuzzy rule premise adaptation
The rules growing is triggered by two conditions: 1) datum evokes a high system error and 2) the model traverses
outside the existing fuzzy rules’ region in the input space. This new growing rule becomes the rule base for the next
datum which falls close to it. In PANFIS, the DS concept is formed based on statistical contribution which represents
the potential of injected datum when the number of observations approaches to infinity. The approximation of the DS
is carried out for both current condition until the end of the training process.
DS criterion algorithm is initialized by the work of [17] and [32] as high-potential datum to cope with the data
streams. However, in order to adapt it to PANFIS algorithm which explores hyperplane consequents and rules in
arbitrary position in the learning space, some adjustment need to be done. This is due to its nature of DS criterion
which is composed in the learning platform of hyperspherical rules and constant output parameters. The mathematical





(X − Xn)Σ−1i (X − Xn)





where Xn represents the latest datum in the u dimension input space Xnεu, S (X) represents the range of input X. The
system error is denoted as en which represents the degree of accuracy of PANFIS when the nth training observation is
carried out. The system error en can be defined as follows:
|en| = |tn − yn| (5)
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initial structure. It reorganizes its rules to presence of the untouched data region by adding new rules, and remove or
merge its rules on demand in the single pass learning mode. In addition, an evolving learning algorithm can typically
work with minimum or mostly without manual operator supervision, which is desirable in an online real-time learning
environment.
In PANFIS, fuzzy rules are extracted and removed based on a new incoming training pattern and fuzzy rule con-
tribution to the system output. The correlation between variable in PANFIS is represented by ellipsoidal in arbitrary
position, which connected with a new projection concept to form the antecedent parts in terms of linguistic term
(fuzzy sets). This is the extension of work in [20] which draws all operations in multidimensional level nonaxis par-
allel, which is not interpretable for an expert/user. However, PANFIS still use high dimensional representation for the
inference scheme.
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integrating hyperplanes consequents and generalizing to ellipsoids in arbitrary position, which allow to prune the
rules in the high-dimensional learning space.
The rules evolution is based on datum significance (DS) criterion, which represents potential of data point being
learned. Initialization of new rules is carried out by considering ε-completeness of the rule base and fuzzy partition
to ensure an adequate input space coverage. Original PANFIS utilizes ESOM to update the rule premise of PANFIS.
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in the ENFS community and proven to underpin the convergences of the system error and so the weight vector being
updated.
The rule base management of PANFIS comprises some learning modules: 1) Rule growing which utilizes the DS
concept with ε-completeness criterion to determine the antecedent of new fuzzy rule. Rule premise adaptation is also
discussed in this subsection; 2) Rule pruning and merging methodology which allow rules to be pruned and coalesced
2.2.1. Fuzzy rules growing using DS and fuzzy rule premise adaptation
The rules growing is triggered by two conditions: 1) datum evokes a high system error and 2) the model traverses
outside the existing fuzzy rules’ region in the input space. This new growing rule becomes the rule base for the next
datum which falls close to it. In PANFIS, the DS concept is formed based on statistical contribution which represents
the potential of injected datum when the number of observations approaches to infinity. The approximation of the DS
is carried out for both current condition until the end of the training process.
DS criterion algorithm is initialized by the work of [17] and [32] as high-potential datum to cope with the data
streams. However, in order to adapt it to PANFIS algorithm which explores hyperplane consequents and rules in
arbitrary position in the learning space, some adjustment need to be done. This is due to its nature of DS criterion
which is composed in the learning platform of hyperspherical rules and constant output parameters. The mathematical
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where Xn represents the latest datum in the u dimension input space Xnεu, S (X) represents the range of input X. The
system error is denoted as en which represents the degree of accuracy of PANFIS when the nth training observation is
carried out. The system error en can be defined as follows:
|en| = |tn − yn| (5)
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where yn and tn are the PANFIS’ output and target value of the nth training observation respectively. By performing





The new datum’s significance represents its statistical contribution to PANFIS’s output. Therefore, the sampling












The new datum can be recruited as a new rule if such condition is satisfied: g < Dn, where g is a constant specified
by the user. This condition represents that the datum significance of the nth training observation Dn is measured to
have a high descriptive power and generalization potential. Vice versa, if g ≥ Dn condition is fulfilled, the existing
fuzzy rules are sufficient in covering available training stimuli. In this case, the winning rule’s premise will adapt to
the current datum’s properties.
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, X represents the focalpoint of the current datum, and Noldwin represents the number of training
samples lie on the winning cluster. This scenario features direct update of the inverse covariance matrix improving
robustness and computation speed of adaptation process.
A) ε-completeness criterion definition for new fuzzy rule’s initialization
The automation of fuzzy rule generation also follows the ε-completeness criterion in selecting the new antecedent
of fuzzy set in order to achieve an adequate coverage to accommodate the universe discourse. The ε-completeness
criterion is proposed by [19], where ε is set to 0.5 as defined in [8]. Therefore, for any input injected at least there
exists one fuzzy rule with match degree greater than ε. For the new recruited datum, PANFIS will set this datum as a
new focal point of the new ellipsoidal rule. The new ellipsoidal region is formed by defining the width of the Gaussian
function in order to assure ε-completeness, thus:











2.2.2. Fuzzy rules pruning and merging of inconsequential rules and similar fuzzy sets
This subsection exploring the rule pruning and merging of PANFIS. These methods aim to form the effective
(economical and interpretable) rule base, and also to achieve a good predictive quality.
A) ERS concept to prune inconsequential fuzzy rules
Rule base simplification of PANFIS is inherited from generalized growing and pruning radial basis function
(GGAP-RBF) [17] and SAFIS [32]. However, this method is not suitable for PANFIS as it is only suitable for zero-
order TSK fuzzy system and unidimensional membership function environment. The contribution of ith rule to the
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overall systems output for an input vector Xn has been modified in order to suit PANFIS learning scenario. This con-
tribution is defined alike to the method to determine online input sensitivity analysis and an input selection used in
[18] as follows:
E(i, n) = |δi|
Ri(xn)∑r
i=1 Ri(xn)
= |δi| Ei (13)
where δi =
∑u+1
k=1 a0 + ω1i + ω2i xi + ... + ωkixk + ... + ωu+1,i xu represents the ith fuzzy rule’s output contribution. The
fuzzy rule’s input contribution is represented by Ei. Moreover, it is notable that the rule significance can be seen as the
statistical contribution when the number of observation approaches infinity. To sum up, using simplification process






In this situation, the size of range X (S (X)) is insignificant and time consuming to be computed. Therefore, for the
sake of flexibility, S (X) can be replaced by the overall fuzzy rule’s contribution, which is determined by the overall
cluster volumes. In this case, the statistical contribution estimation can be computed as the volume of single fuzzy
rule over the total volume of overall fuzzy rules, which is expressed as follows:








The rule pruning is carried out upon the threshold value of kerr in order to reduce rule base complexity. The fuzzy
rules are considered to be pruned when its contribution vector contains the fuzzy rule contribution below or equal the
kerr threshold.
B) Merging of similar fuzzy sets
Some fuzzy sets could possibly be overlapped if their membership functions are very similar. In this case, the
fuzzy sets can be merged. Furthermore, the multivariate Gaussian rule presents less transparent rule semantic because
the atomic clauses vanishes from the rule representation. The merging procedure is carried out based on similarity
calculation between fuzzy rules membership function. By incorporating a kernel-based metric method in comparing
the widths and centers of two fuzzy sets [24], the similarity of two Gaussian membership functions A and B can be
expressed as follows:
S ker(A, B) = e−|CA−CB |−|σA−σB | (16)
The equation above has the following properties:
S ker(A, B) = 1⇔ |CA −CB| − |σA − σB| = 0
⇔ CA = CB ∧ σA = σB
(17)
S ker(A, B) < ε⇔ |CA −CB| > δ ∨ |σA − σB| > δ (18)
The Eq. (17) shows that two fuzzy sets are identical, which means that the degree of similarity value is 1. On the
other hand, Eq. (18) indicates that the embedded set is not identically match, having different width and focal point.
The condition of both fuzzy sets can be merged, that is, if the similarity degree above the threshold value of S ker ≥ 0.8
based on [24]. The final merging formula is defined as follow:
cnew = (max(U) + min(U))/2 (19)
σnew = (max(U) − min(U))/2 (20)
where U = {cA±σA, cB±σB}, the underlying construct is to reduce the approximate merging of two Gaussian kernels.
In order to do that the α − cut variable is applied to the exact merging, which value is α, where α = e−1/2 ≈ 0.6. The
value of α denotes the membership degree of the inflection points c ± σ of Gaussian kernel. Note that this scenario
is carried out at the last stage when presenting the fuzzy rule to the operators. Moreover, the projection strategy to
craft the fuzzy set representation from the high-dimensional cluster as presented in PANFIS [28] has to be carried out
first before carrying out this procedure. The second method of [28] is used because it offers a fast projection process
well-suited for big data analytics.
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⇔ CA = CB ∧ σA = σB
(17)
S ker(A, B) < ε⇔ |CA −CB| > δ ∨ |σA − σB| > δ (18)
The Eq. (17) shows that two fuzzy sets are identical, which means that the degree of similarity value is 1. On the
other hand, Eq. (18) indicates that the embedded set is not identically match, having different width and focal point.
The condition of both fuzzy sets can be merged, that is, if the similarity degree above the threshold value of S ker ≥ 0.8
based on [24]. The final merging formula is defined as follow:
cnew = (max(U) + min(U))/2 (19)
σnew = (max(U) − min(U))/2 (20)
where U = {cA±σA, cB±σB}, the underlying construct is to reduce the approximate merging of two Gaussian kernels.
In order to do that the α − cut variable is applied to the exact merging, which value is α, where α = e−1/2 ≈ 0.6. The
value of α denotes the membership degree of the inflection points c ± σ of Gaussian kernel. Note that this scenario
is carried out at the last stage when presenting the fuzzy rule to the operators. Moreover, the projection strategy to
craft the fuzzy set representation from the high-dimensional cluster as presented in PANFIS [28] has to be carried out
first before carrying out this procedure. The second method of [28] is used because it offers a fast projection process
well-suited for big data analytics.
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3. The Proposed Approach
This section will explain the details of our proposed approach especially the flow of data streams from the begin-
ning to the end of MapReduce. It also explains merging process which utilizes rule-merging strategy to reduce rules
redundancy which is discussed in the subsection 3.1.
Suppose that the data stream described in the feature space R2 is denoted as {x1, x2, x3, ..., xk, ...}, where k denotes
the number of instance at the current state. The number of processors (nodes) is denoted as i, where i = 1, .., P. A
chunk of data sample entered at the ith node is denoted as {xi1, xi2, . . . , xiK−1, xiK}, where K denotes the size of chunk.
The number of key is denoted by l where l = {1, 2, ...,M}. In this experiment, the number of nodes i, the number of
key l, and the size of data chunk K is set by user. The number of data stream k and the number of data chunk N are
infinity as data arrives continuosly. As the data arrives contiously, the number of chunk is also continue denoted by o
where o = {1, 2, ...N..}.
This approach processes data chunks in several phases: 1) Mapping phase; 2) Storing phase; 3) Grouping phase; 4)
Reducing phase; 5) Merging phase. From five phases mentioned, the first four phases are conducted inside MapReduce
framework, whereas the last phase is carried out using rule merging scenario as described in more details in subsection
3.1.
The first three phases of this approach is depicted in Fig. 1. The first phase, mapping phase, is a learning phase
which assigns each chunk with its key and value denoted as key-value mapping denoted as < K1,V1 > , where
K1 = {1, ..,M}. In this phase, some data chunks are processed in some processors randomly. Each processor trains
data chunk V1 as described in Fig. 2 using PANFIS evolving algorithm [28] and the results are stored as V ′1. V
′
1
contains the models (rules) which are stored in the object called KeyValueStore. The models V ′1 are collected along
with previous key K1 as KeyValueStore < K1,V ′1 >. The grouping phase will group KeyValueStore < K1,V
′
1 > by
key in the second block of intermediate phase becomes key-value intermediate< K2,V2 >. Note that storing phase
and grouping phase are part of intermediate phase. Group of key-value intermediate are then passed into reducing
phase. In this work, reducing phase will collect only the main properties of learning result to be processed in the rule
merging phase outside the MapReduce. The illustration of MapReduce process in reducing phase onward is illustrated
in Fig. 3. The collection of key-value pairs in this phase is denoted as key-value final < K3,V3 >. Up to this phase,
MapReduce has successfully generated pairs of key-value final < K3,V3 > which contain a group of models (rules)
generated from learning of data chunks.
K V K VK V
k i











Fig. 2. A data chunk V1 is learnt in the processor and the value V′1is stored in the storing block of intermediate phase
After reducing phase, the last phase which is essential in this this framework is merging phase, which merges V3
(grouped and reduced rules from all data chunks), to from the key-value final < K3,V3 >. There are some steps needed
to be undertaken to merge the values of V3 to obtain the final rules. The first step is selecting the highest statistical
contribution among rules as the winning cluster. The winning cluster is determined by comparing all rules statistical
contribution using Eq. (15). The second step is comparing winning rule with other rules using three criterions which
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Fig. 3. Reducing phase
need to be satisfied to execute the rule merging process. Thus, the second step comprises 3 substeps: 1) comparing
winning rule with other rules based on the criterion of Eq. (21); 2) ensuring that two rules merged form a homogeneous
shape and direction using Eq. (23); 3) Ensuring that the merged rule should be smaller or equal of the number of input
dimension p times the total volume of both rules using Eq. (24). These three criterions are summarized in Eq. (25)).
The third step of rule merging process is applying rule merging policy which is described in the subsection 3.1.1.
3.1. Rule Merging of Final Value generated in MapReduce Process
In the world of evolving fuzzy system, rules which represents the cluster are evolving based on the data pattern.
At some points, some rules may become overlapping which reflects the redundancy between the rules [22]. Such
rules could always be coalesced in the extreme cases as the overlapping rules represents the similar local region as
explained in subsection 2.2.2. In this case, merge of overlapping rules is essential to avoid ambiguous rules and to
assure the readability and transparency [23]. We refer to the work explained in [25] to extend the work demonstrated
in the PANFIS rule merging. Therefore, there are three criterions used implemented due this reason. The first criterion
aims to inspect the rules to be merged if the rules are lying nearby, touching or even slightly overlapping. In order to
maintain minimal complexity to resolve non-linearities in the regression problem depicted by multivariate Gaussian
rules of PANFIS, a Bhattacharrya distance [3][12] is employed to calculate the degree of overlapping between clusters
in MapReduce final value, which represents the result of chunks learning. The overlap degree between target cluster
(rule) expressed by win and the other clusters, k = {1, ...,C}\{win} is expressed as follow :











where Σ−1 = (Σ−1win + Σ
−1
k )/2. In this work, the target cluster win can be determined by choosing the cluster which has
the highest statistical contribution over other clusters using Eq. (15). The distance of two ellipsoidal cluster is equal
to 0 if the two ellipsoids are touching, >0 for overlapping situation and <0 for disjoint situation. Thus, a threshold
feasible for cluster merging is 0 with at least the clusters are toching each other in respect to the conditions mentioned.
The second similarity criterion of clusters can be merged based on the degree of deviation in the hyper-planes’s
gradient information. This criterion is based on the dihedral angle of the two hyper-planes they span [25]. This criterion




where a = (wwin;1wwin;2wwin;3 − 1)T and b = (wk;1wk;2wk;3 + 1)T the normal vectors of the two planes corresponding
to rules win and k, showing into the opposite direction with respect to target y (-1 and +1 in the last coordinate). The
two planes are regarded to be in the same trend of approximation curve if the output φ is close to (π). The similarity





The last similarity criterion for clusters to be merged is based homegeneity of adjacent rules. This criterion aims
to ensure that both merged rules should form a homogeneous shape and direction, which reflects the accurate repre-
sentation of the two local data clouds. In order to do this, the blow-up effect is applied to trigger homogenous joint
regions. This condition is expressed as follows:
Vmerged  p(Vwin + Vk) (24)
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The last similarity criterion for clusters to be merged is based homegeneity of adjacent rules. This criterion aims
to ensure that both merged rules should form a homogeneous shape and direction, which reflects the accurate repre-
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where p is the dimension of input attribute. Vmerged, Vwin, and Vk represent the volume of merged rules, winning rule,
and compared rule respectively. The volume of rule can be determined using Eq. (15). Finally, the merging condition
can be carried out by below conditions:
(Eq.(21) ≥ thr)|(Eq.(21) ≥ 0 ∧ Eq.(24) ∧ Eq.(23) ≥ 0.5) (25)
where thr is set to 0.8 based on empirical experience in [24].
3.1.1. Rule merging policy in the merging phase
In the merging phase, after the winning rule is selected and three criterions are satisfied, rule merging policy is















((cnew−ci )(cnew−ci )) )∗I
kwin+kk
(26)
with (cnew − ci) is a row vector with i = arg min(kwin, kk). The merging of the rule consequent functions, which follows
the idea of Yager’s participatory learning concept [38] and also applied by Lughofer [24]:
wnew = wj + α ·Cons( j, k) · (wk − wj) (27)
where the basic learning rate is defined by α = kk/(k j + kk) and the compatibility measure of two rules Cons( j, k)
within the participatory learning context. Here j represents the index of the more supported rule, i.e. k j > kk.
4. Experimental setup and results
This section describes the environmental setup in which the PANFIS MapReduce framework has been executed.
In order to compare the framework performance, PANFIS MapReduce will be compared with other solely online
algorithm algorithms in processing big data. The datasets used in this experiment are SUSY, HIGGS, HEPMASS
data which has 5, 11.5, and 11 millions row of table respectively. The description of all datasets are explained in the
Table 5. All of the datasets: SUSY, HEPMASS, and HIGGS are generated from Monte Carlo simulations and are used
to predict 2 classes label. SUSY comprises of 8 low-level features which describes the kinematic properties and 10
high-level features. In HIGGS dataset, the first 21 features are the high-level features while the last seven features
are the functions derived from the first 21 features. HEPMASS dateset comprises the first 27 normalized features (22
low-level features then 5 high-level features) and the last 1 feature represents mass feature.
Table 1. The description of datasets.
Name of Dataset #features #row #training data #testing data
SUSY 18 5 millions 4.5 millions 0.5 millions
HEPMASS 28 11 millions 7 millions 3 millions
HIGGS 28 11.5 millions 7 millions 3.5 millions
4.1. Experiments
The experimental framework is carried out under the following computer specifications: Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-
6700 CPU @3.40 GHz, and Memory 16GB x64-based processor. The software used to run the experiment is MAT-
LAB R2017b 64-bit. The MapReduce environmentment is setup using MapReduce framework available in MAT-
LAB 2017b. In this experiment we conduct 4 algorithms: PANFIS in MapReduce environment, PANFIS, eTS, and
Simpl eTS.
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The underlying reason in choosing these algorithms for comparison is as follows:
1. PANFIS is the base evolving algorithm which has capability to learn data in online manner, thus it will provide a
benchmark againts the proposed method (MapReduce PANFIS).
2. eTS and Simp eTS also can be seen as an evolving classifier. Although both of them apply the type-1 classifier
architecture, it still deserve to be a benchmarked algorithm as they work in single pass mode learning.
The classification scenarios will measure the running time and the accuracy to evaluate the performance of the al-
gorithm. A summary of our experiment is described in Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4. Each classification task will
train and test the number of instance described in Table 5. The classifier performance is measured by calculating the
classification rate and running time.
4.2. Results
This subsection details the performance of every classifier in classfying the dataset namely SUSY, HEPMASS, and
HIGGS. The classification performance of running time is depicted in the Table 2 and 3. The accuracy performance
is depicted in the Table 4. The number of rules generated during the learning process for each iteration on SUSY,
HEPMASS, and HIGGS datasets using all methods are shown in Fig. 4, Fig. 5, and Fig. 6 respectively. Furthermore,
Table 5 describes the number of rules generated in PANFIS MapReduce before and after rule merging process.
Table 2. The running time performance using full training data.
Method/Dataset SUSY(second) HEPMASS(second) HIGGS(second)
PANFIS MapReduce 7425 19939 16223
PANFIS 10280 23100 22820
Table 3. The running time performance using partial training data
Datasets #rows Running time for all methods (second)PANFIS
MapReduce
PANFIS eTS Simpl eTS
SUSY
10k 14.43 15,82 74.10 21.05
20k 30.19 32.02 304.95 104.73
30k 43.55 47.42 2005.74 762.92
HEPMASS
10k 35.06 35.38 117.12 19.03
20k 63.96 71.49 461.89 92.29
30k 96.53 103.43 2931.38 695.43
HIGGS
10k 28.22 34.45 78.81 16.14
20k 51.25 64.4 324.07 78.11
30k 72.63 102.63 78.11 656.65
In terms of running time, Table 2 shows that MapReduce environment speeds up the learning performance of
PANFIS classifier by around 23, 14, and 29 percent respectively for SUSY, HEPMASS, and HIGGS dataset. This
experiment is carried out using full training data: SUSY (4.5 millions), HEPMASS (7 millions), and HIGGS (7
millions). It is shown that MapReduce enviroment can improve the speed around 22 percent. The similar result also
can be seen in Table 3, where MapReduce environment also improves the speed around 15 percent for every scenario
in partial training data. Note that, the time measurement in PANFIS MapReduce is carried out by accumulating the
total time for every processors in processing every data chunk.
For eTS and Simp eTS, the running time performance can be investigated in Table 4. The reason we separate the
running performance of eTS and Simpl eTS from the result in the Table 2 is due their time consuming in learning the
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where p is the dimension of input attribute. Vmerged, Vwin, and Vk represent the volume of merged rules, winning rule,
and compared rule respectively. The volume of rule can be determined using Eq. (15). Finally, the merging condition
can be carried out by below conditions:
(Eq.(21) ≥ thr)|(Eq.(21) ≥ 0 ∧ Eq.(24) ∧ Eq.(23) ≥ 0.5) (25)
where thr is set to 0.8 based on empirical experience in [24].
3.1.1. Rule merging policy in the merging phase
In the merging phase, after the winning rule is selected and three criterions are satisfied, rule merging policy is
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kwin+kk
(26)
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algorithm algorithms in processing big data. The datasets used in this experiment are SUSY, HIGGS, HEPMASS
data which has 5, 11.5, and 11 millions row of table respectively. The description of all datasets are explained in the
Table 5. All of the datasets: SUSY, HEPMASS, and HIGGS are generated from Monte Carlo simulations and are used
to predict 2 classes label. SUSY comprises of 8 low-level features which describes the kinematic properties and 10
high-level features. In HIGGS dataset, the first 21 features are the high-level features while the last seven features
are the functions derived from the first 21 features. HEPMASS dateset comprises the first 27 normalized features (22
low-level features then 5 high-level features) and the last 1 feature represents mass feature.
Table 1. The description of datasets.
Name of Dataset #features #row #training data #testing data
SUSY 18 5 millions 4.5 millions 0.5 millions
HEPMASS 28 11 millions 7 millions 3 millions
HIGGS 28 11.5 millions 7 millions 3.5 millions
4.1. Experiments
The experimental framework is carried out under the following computer specifications: Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-
6700 CPU @3.40 GHz, and Memory 16GB x64-based processor. The software used to run the experiment is MAT-
LAB R2017b 64-bit. The MapReduce environmentment is setup using MapReduce framework available in MAT-
LAB 2017b. In this experiment we conduct 4 algorithms: PANFIS in MapReduce environment, PANFIS, eTS, and
Simpl eTS.
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The underlying reason in choosing these algorithms for comparison is as follows:
1. PANFIS is the base evolving algorithm which has capability to learn data in online manner, thus it will provide a
benchmark againts the proposed method (MapReduce PANFIS).
2. eTS and Simp eTS also can be seen as an evolving classifier. Although both of them apply the type-1 classifier
architecture, it still deserve to be a benchmarked algorithm as they work in single pass mode learning.
The classification scenarios will measure the running time and the accuracy to evaluate the performance of the al-
gorithm. A summary of our experiment is described in Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4. Each classification task will
train and test the number of instance described in Table 5. The classifier performance is measured by calculating the
classification rate and running time.
4.2. Results
This subsection details the performance of every classifier in classfying the dataset namely SUSY, HEPMASS, and
HIGGS. The classification performance of running time is depicted in the Table 2 and 3. The accuracy performance
is depicted in the Table 4. The number of rules generated during the learning process for each iteration on SUSY,
HEPMASS, and HIGGS datasets using all methods are shown in Fig. 4, Fig. 5, and Fig. 6 respectively. Furthermore,
Table 5 describes the number of rules generated in PANFIS MapReduce before and after rule merging process.
Table 2. The running time performance using full training data.
Method/Dataset SUSY(second) HEPMASS(second) HIGGS(second)
PANFIS MapReduce 7425 19939 16223
PANFIS 10280 23100 22820
Table 3. The running time performance using partial training data
Datasets #rows Running time for all methods (second)PANFIS
MapReduce
PANFIS eTS Simpl eTS
SUSY
10k 14.43 15,82 74.10 21.05
20k 30.19 32.02 304.95 104.73
30k 43.55 47.42 2005.74 762.92
HEPMASS
10k 35.06 35.38 117.12 19.03
20k 63.96 71.49 461.89 92.29
30k 96.53 103.43 2931.38 695.43
HIGGS
10k 28.22 34.45 78.81 16.14
20k 51.25 64.4 324.07 78.11
30k 72.63 102.63 78.11 656.65
In terms of running time, Table 2 shows that MapReduce environment speeds up the learning performance of
PANFIS classifier by around 23, 14, and 29 percent respectively for SUSY, HEPMASS, and HIGGS dataset. This
experiment is carried out using full training data: SUSY (4.5 millions), HEPMASS (7 millions), and HIGGS (7
millions). It is shown that MapReduce enviroment can improve the speed around 22 percent. The similar result also
can be seen in Table 3, where MapReduce environment also improves the speed around 15 percent for every scenario
in partial training data. Note that, the time measurement in PANFIS MapReduce is carried out by accumulating the
total time for every processors in processing every data chunk.
For eTS and Simp eTS, the running time performance can be investigated in Table 4. The reason we separate the
running performance of eTS and Simpl eTS from the result in the Table 2 is due their time consuming in learning the
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Fig. 4. Number of rules generated in processing SUSY dataset using all methods for each iteration























Fig. 5. Number of rules generated in processing HEPMASS dataset using all methods for each iteration















Fig. 6. Number of rules generated in processing HIGGS dataset using all methods for each iteration
large dataset. For example in Table 3, the running time for eTS and Simp eTS in running the SUSY dataset increases
significantly from 74.10 second and 21.05 second to 2005.74 second and 762.92 second for 10 thousands and 30
thousands data. It is shown that the increase number of data is not linear with the time required in processing the data
due to the increase of rules generated in their evolving system as shown in Fig. 4, Fig. 5, and Fig. 6. For that reason,
we eliminate the experiment of eTS and Simpl eTS up to 30 thousands of dataset. In contrast, PANFIS algorithm
produces running time performance linear with the increase of data. Note that for the number of rules generated in all
algorithms, we only compare 3 base algorithms PANFIS, eTS, and Simpl eTS as PANFIS MapReduce performs its
learning in chunk by chunk basis so that the number rules generated is resulted from the accummulation of all learning
in every chunks.
In terms of accuracy, PANFIS, eTS, and Simp eTS provide similar results for the SUSY, HEPMASS, and HIGGS
dataset with eTS performs the highest result with 77.05, 82.32, and 64.69 percent. However, PANFIS and Simp eTS
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Table 4. The classification accuracy
Method/DATASET AccuracySUSY HEPMASS HIGGS
PANFIS MapReduce 76.80 83.35 63.48
PANFIS 75.42 83.32 63.94
eTS 77.05 82.32 64.69
Simpl eTS 70.93 81.22 60.17
Table 5. The rule evolution of PANFIS MapReduce learning.
#Rules generated SUSY HEPMASS HIGGS
Accumulated rules before merging 179 350 438
After merging 1 1 1
provide comparable result with eTS. From the Table 4, we can see that the effect of MapReduce environment followed
by the merging process does not deteriorate the performance of accuracy.
5. Conclusions
Analyzing big data in online environment is challenging due to its characteristic of 4Vs: volume, velocity, variety,
and veracity. There are many areas to optimize and improve its speed and scalability of big data analytic. In terms
of speed, PANFIS evolving system provides a promising solution for processing big data stream solution due to its
capability to process data in real time environment. In addition, PANFIS evolving system has the ability to reduce the
system complexity by reducing the superfluous rules and merging similar rules. In this work, the learning performance
has improved further by processing them in distributed environment, which increases the scalability of machine learn-
ing algorithm. It can be seen in the subsection 4.2, the speed performance increases around 22 percent in average for
all datasets, where full training data are utilized without reducing the accuracy performance.
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large dataset. For example in Table 3, the running time for eTS and Simp eTS in running the SUSY dataset increases
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